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Abstract—Understanding pedestrian behaviour when cross-
ing the road is an important key to the development of
autonomous vehicles. Because pedestrians are considered Vul-
nerable Road Users (VRUs), they are likely to be killed if
they are involved in an accident. To ensure their safety, it
is then necessary to predict the pedestrian’s intention based
on their behaviour. In this experiment, we propose head
pose observation for predicting their intention, by observing
pedestrians’ head pose data, we can then predict their intention
to cross the road. To achieve this purpose, we use human head
detector and head pose extraction feature, and the resulting
yaw, pitch and roll as three head pose features. To select the
most optimal feature is important for predicting pedestrian
intention, then we make 7 combination scenarios based on
these three features and compare it with the same model.
Based on this scenario, it is proved that all these three data
are optimal to observe pedestrian intention. There are three
behavioural annotation that have been used, there are crossing,
not crossing and will crossing. We derive will crossing from
the annotation looking and not crossing while waiting at the
roadside. Prediction of pedestrian behaviour is done by using
LSTM model, and the resulting precision on crossing and not
crossing with 0.98, while will crossing is 0.94.

Index Terms—Head pose features, predicting pedestrian in-
tention, pedestrian behavior, feature selection, LSTM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pedestrian safety is one of important factor in autonomous
vehicle development, due to pedestrian is unprotected by any
safety feature, which makes pedestrian has high risk if they
are involved in accident. Pedestrians are therefore classified
as Vulnerable Road Users (VRU), along with cyclists and
horse riders. This risk increases when pedestrians share the
road facility with another road user, such as when they are
crossing the road. Although pedestrian safety facilities are
being built to reduce this problem, according to Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) data there will be 7,388
cases in 2022, increasing by 13% from 2021 [1].

There are many approaches that aim to ensure pedestrian
safety, from building more sophisticated sensing and percep-
tion infrastructure system [2], introducing new safety stan-
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dard system [3], esigning system that can interact between
vehicle, pedestrian and surrounding infrastructure [4], or by
equipping vehicle with additional sensor. here are several
devices that can be used to assist in reading the surrounding
vehicles, such as LIDAR [5] [6], monocular camera [7] [8],
and stereo camera [9] [10]. In our experiment we were
focusing developingto predict pedestrian behavior using a
monocular data.

Predicting pedestrian behaviour when crossing the road
is a challenging task because each pedestrian has their own
unique behaviour, resulting in a large variance of data. To
overcome this problem, then prediction of pedestrian be-
haviour can be done by observing pedestrian joint movement,
their pose pattern, trajectory movement and head pose. Joint
movement, pose pattern and trajectory movement features
are useful for predicting pedestrian walking direction, while
head pose observation is useful for predicting pedestrian
intention. Ahad proposes the observation by observing spe-
cific human joints, then perform the prediction by using
machine learning with angular data from these joints [11].
Ding uses a combination of angular movement and distance
measurement of human joint to construct human pose [12].
Cao observes pedestrian from human posture perspective
by using skeleton orientation data [13]. Meanwhile, Yan
is predicting pedestrian behaviour from their trajectory by
optimizing global temporal attention [14].

Pedestrian head pose can be obtained by detecting the
head of each pedestrian then extracting its feature. Vu build
a detector based local, global and pairwise model with CNN
framework that create context aware data [15]. Chi develops
human head detector that works in parallel with human
detection as a single stage detector [16]. While Chen builds
a light-head detector by using a single-stage detector as
an efficient object detector [17]. There are three features
that can be extracted from the pedestrian, yaw, pitch and
roll. These features are useful for observing the pedestrian’s
attention while crossing the road. The head pose feature can
be obtained by using 2D face landmark annotation [18], and
Ruiz to refine it by removing key point landmarks and using
multi-loss neural networks [19].
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In this experiment, we propose to perform prediction of
pedestrians intention to cross the road by using deep learning
approach, due to pedestrians behaviour is very unique, thus
generating data with large variance. To solve this problem,
we propose to understand pedestrian behaviour through their
head pose features (raw, pitch and roll). To choose the
most optimal feature, we perform feature selection with 7
scenarios. While the prediction of pedestrian intention while
crossing the road is done using LSTM architecture. Our
approach is superior to the experiment conducted by Perdana
[21] on the same dataset, which uses a distance-based KNN
approach with a precision score of 0.97, while our approach
is superior with a precision score of 0.98.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of our proposed method, which
can be divided into four subsections. In this experiment,
we use a monocular dataset consisting of video and pedes-
trian behaviour annotation. This video is divided into single
frames, then on each frame we detect the head of each
pedestrian, each detected head is marked with bounding box.
This process is continued with head pose extraction to get
yaw, pitch and roll as head pose feature. LSTM is used as a
deep learning approach to predict the pedestrian’s intention
to cross the road.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed method.

A. Monocular dataset
There are several public datasets that can be used to ob-

serve pedestrian behaviour while crossing the road, recorded
using a camera. In this experiment, we use a Joint Attention
in Autonomous Driving (JAAD) dataset that was recorded
using a single camera or monocular data [20]. This dataset
is recorded using a camera placed on the windscreen of a
car, this means to provide a natural visual perspective from
the driver’s point of view. This dataset was built to study
behaviour patterns between pedestrians and car drivers for
autonomous driving context. JAAD dataset is suitable for our
purpose because it is equipped with behaviour annotation for
each pedestrian. These behavioral annotations are very useful
to understand pedestrians’ behavior while crossing the road.

In this experiment we narrow down the observation for a
single pedestrian involved in each video, our reason is due

to this framework is on early stage of development. JAAD
dataset is contain 346 video with 686 pedestrian has been
annotated for their behaviour, while on each video is contain
from a single pedestrian up to 6 pedestrian. Thus, we sample
a total of 28 videos that have only a single pedestrian, this
video then extracted into 4054 frames.

B. Pedestrian head detector

There are two approaches that are commonly used to
create an object detector in deep learning domain, which
is single stage detector and two stage detector. Two stage
object detector is classified as multi stage object detector that
construct by generating a region proposal, then continued by
extracting features from each proposed region. Meanwhile,
single stage object detector is constructed by skipping the
generation of a region proposal as on two stage object
detector. However, this model detects directly through a
dense sampling of particular location. Thus resulting single
stage object detector is superior in inference speed, while
two stage detector is excellent for its high localisation also
better accuracy.

In this experiment, we were make use of YOLO that
utilizes concept of single stage dectector. YOLO is well
known superior to detect various of object, from person,
animal, transportation vehicle and daily home appliance.
YOLO having capabilities to detect many object on single
frame by dividing image into to SxS grid of region, then
predict object bounding box on each region by probability
weight. In this experiment we use YOLOv3 for detecting
head of pedestrian on each provided frame. To achieve this
goal, then the detector in this model is pre-trained by using
two datasets, Crowd Human dataset[5] and Hollywood Head
(HH) dataset[6].

C. Head pose estimation

The head pose of the human can be obtained by measuring
the inclination of the human skull to a specific axis, this
measurement can be divided into three different orientations,
such as yaw, pitch and roll. Yaw is related to head rotation
measured from the vertical axis, while pitch is related to
head rotation measured from the transverse axis, and roll is
related to head rotation measured from the sagittal axis. By
combining these three features then we can obtain euler ro-
tation angle composed with α, β, and γ. With this three data
then we can then observe the pedestrian’s head movements
when they are turning right and left, tilting up and down,
and also when they are swinging left and right. Human head
pose observation movement can be seen in Fig. 2.

In this research head pose estimation is obtain by utilizing
WHENet model architecture. This model is inspired from
multi-loss framework develop by Ruiz[7] then refined it
through wrapped loss, in this work Ruiz is estimating head
pose from three different loses, and each loss model is
specific for each angle (yaw, pitch, and roll). WHENet
model has been pre-trained with several dataset, such as
AFLW2000, BIWI, 300W-LP combined with CMU Panoptic
Dataset. WHENet can estimate head pose with range value
of yaw from -180 to 180, while pitch and roll range value is
-99 t0 99.
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Fig. 2. Yaw, Pitch and Roll as extracted head pose feature.

D. Pedestrian intention prediction

There are yaw, pitch and roll as three features of head
pose that have been used for predicting pedestrian intention
to cross the road, this feature is paired with three pedestrian
annotations. Based on the above data, then in this experiment,
we propose to use deep learning approach for predicting
pedestrian’s intention to cross the road. We propose LSTM
approaches for this purpose, because LSTM is suitable for
predicting a serial data as our pedestrian feature. Then data
segmentation is used to give LSTM more comprehensive
data. This is obtained by using 10 frames to represent 0.6
second observation, that creating data with dimension 10 x 3
as input. Our LSTM model was constructed with two hidden
layer that consisted of 64 and 32 unit, combine with softmax
as their activation function, this model was optimized using
adam optimizer.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this experiment, we propose to predict pedestrian inten-
tion to cross the road by using head pose features. Our head
pose features are composed of pitch (P), yaw (Y) and roll
(R) which can be used for predicting pedestrian intention to
cross the road. Fig. 3 is illustrate process on pedestrian when
crossing the road, we are overlay all image with bounding
box as result head detection, also three head pose feature as
our proposed method. In Fig. 3 we can see pedestrian head
pattern when crossing the road, in the left side pedestrian
is walking forward while watching in her front, while the
middle figure is captured when pedestrian is tilted her head
toward her right side, and followed by looking traffic on her
right side.

Fig. 3. Overlay pedestrian image with their head pose feature when crossing
the road.

There are two annotations that can be used to understand
the pedestrian’s decision while crossing the road, the crossing
annotation, which indicates that the pedestrian has decided

to cross the road, and the not-crossing annotation as the
opposite, by walking in the roadside or standing on the
roadside. To enrich the observation, we then add another
annotation to support the observation of the pedestrian’s
intention, we add the observation in the looking phase. We
derive looking annotations with not-crossing annotations to
create another annotation, which we call will-crossing anno-
tation. The reason is that based on our visual observation,
we found that pedestrian is waiting and standing waiting the
road is clear was labelled as not-crossing annotation, while
pedestrian in this situation is labelled as looking. Therefore,
in this experiment we use three annotations, such as crossing
(C), not crossing (NC) and will crossing (WC).

To provide independent data and proposed model can learn
generally without reaching overfit, then we use data shuffle.
Then our proposed model is trained along 50 epochs, and
organise number of samples to be processed by 32 of batch
size. In this experiment we create learning scenarios based
on the number of data and feature used. There are 7 scenarios
with different feature combination, and each combination
will train on same model. This scenario was created as
selecting the most important head pose feature for predicting
pedestrian intention. The result of these scenarios can be seen
in the TABLE I There are four model performance scores
(accuracy, loss, validation accuracy and validation loss). To
provide a concise comparison, we use variance, standard
deviation and mean as a statistical approach. Based on the
data in TABLE I we can see that a single feature is lacking
of performance, while the use of two features is achieve
better than one feature. However, their performance is poor
compared to the use of three features, with only reaching
a maximum accuracy of 0.9233 with the combination of
pitch and roll. Thus with these data we can conclude that
all features are important for predicting pedestrian intention.

TABLE I
SELECTION MOST OPTIMAL FEATURE FROM SEVEN SCENARIOS

Num of
feature 1 1 1 2 2 2 3

Feature P R Y PR YP YR YPR

acc
Var 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
SD 0.15 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08

Mean 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.95

loss
Var 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03
SD 0.29 0.24 0.16 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.18

Mean 0.58 0.52 0.60 0.19 0.27 0.30 0.13

val
acc

Var 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
SD 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07

Mean 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.88 0.84 0.86 0.93

val
loss

Var 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
SD 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.15

Mean 0.83 0.73 0.71 0.32 0.39 0.34 0.19

Fig.4 shows the detailed performance of the model at all
epochs, with the accuracy score at the top of the image
and the loss score at the bottom. In this figure we can see
that model is performing well data learning, and model is
reaching stable performance since 20 epoch. And based on
this figure we can conclude that model is not overfitting, also
training and validation performance is good.

We use precision, recall and f1-score to measure the
prediction performance of this model. From TABLE II we
saw that precision of crossing and not crossing is reach 0.98
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Fig. 4. Proposed LSTM Model accuracy and loss performance .

while will crossing is reach 0.94. Precision of will crossing
is lower compared with other class, this is possible due to
will crossing is actually derivation from combination looking
and not crossing. While recall is behave opposite, with best
performance reach by will crossing, this gained by classifier
that can predict many positive sample. The F1-score of all
classes reach the same value, around 0.97. All these data are
supported by confusion matric in TABLE III.

TABLE II
PREDICTION METRIC OF PROPOSED MODEL

Class precision recall f1-score
C 0.98 0.96 0.97

NC 0.98 0.95 0.96
WC 0.94 0.99 0.97

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX OF PREDICTION PEDESTRIAN INTENTION

Class T F

C T 557 10
F 23 551

NC T 918 4
F 12 204

WC T 770 23
F 2 346

IV. CONCLUSION

This study explores head pose features for predicting
pedestrian intention when crossing the road. We use a com-
bination of three head pose features such as pitch, yaw and
roll to observe pedestrian behaviour. The head pose feature
is obtained by using YOLO as a human head detector, and
the WHENet model is used to obtain these three features. In
this experiment, pedestrian image and pedestrian behaviour
are provided by JAAD dataset. We derive two pedestrian
behaviour, which is looking and not crossing as will cross,
that useful to observe pedestrian that will cross, then this
data is learning by a LSTM model. We perform feature

selection by testing combination of these features, and result
that predicting pedestrian intention was required all head
pose features. Our constructed LSTM model performance
can be measured by its prediction evaluation, with precision
on C and NC is 0.98, while WC is 0.94.
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